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ASUOP

hosts 2nd
safety walk
BY LAUREL HOOVER
Staff Writer

On Feb. 27, ASUOP held a
Campus Safety Walk whichin
cluded the following partici
pants: Officers of ASUOP, Vice
President of Student Life,Julie
Sina, Associate Director and
Dublic
Safety Officer, Jerry
Houston and student, Jennifer
Camp.
The participants in the walk
met at 8 p.m. at Burns Tower
and then proceeded west to
wards Knoles Hall. They passed
through the Engineering com
plex, as well as the McCafferey
Center and then on to south
and north campus. "I am con-

SAFETY see page 3

Find out about a day in
the life of an athlete.

Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" premieres at
Pacific starting Friday,
April 19 at 8:00 p.m.

A student's reaction
to the recent reli
gious wars.

Page 20.
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Pacific's "Evening of Elegance

11

Gala ends the Sesquicentennial celebration
NATALE GORIEL
Editor-in-Chief

The red carpet was
rolled out for "An
Evening of Elegance," a
reception and concert
concluding the Sesqui
centennial last Satur
day, April 6. The black
tie event also honored
supporters of Pacific
and allowed for admin
istrators to showcase
the accomplishments of
the University, men
tioned Vice President for
University Advancement,
Jonathan Meer.
The reception was held
in a large white tent be-

minatory acts occur during Pride week

Photo by Suzie Gaube

icific's Gay-Straight Alliance's(PGSA) flag was finally re-

rned after it disappeared last weekend. Someone stole
the flag from the McCaffrey Center and left an anonymous
message on a PGSA member's answering machine. PGSA
found the defaced flag in The Summit's male restroom
with urine on it. The spirit rock, which was decorated with
the rainbow colors was also vandalised earlierthis week.
pGSA will rally against hate crimes today in the McCaffrey
Center at noon. Come support your fellow peers and show
that the Pacific community will not tolerate discrimination
of any kind on campus.

Students
host free
concert
BY MORGAN CRINKLAW
Guest Writer

H

hind sorority cir
cle, which was
appropriately
decorated for the
Photo by Natale Goriel
elegant evening.
Top:
Regent
Russ
Leatherby
and
The striped or
his
wife
Susan
enjoy
"An
Evening
ange and gold
of Elegance" with Mike and
tablecloths,
Margie Mordaunt. Above: Pacific
along with the
students, Carley Bain, Andrew
large rose and
Hudson, Devoney Dean and
candle table
Shannon McCarty.
arrangements,
reflected
bells rang to introduce a
school spirit with class.
As guests entered the short film about Pacific's
reception, they were prestigious history, up to
graced by the delightful the present. After the
sounds of the Pacific film, guests welcomed
Jazz Quintet. Meer, who President, Donald DeRosa
welcomed and enter to the stage.
DeRosa addressed for
tained guests with his
witty humor, thanked mer Pacific president, Tulall whom helped make ly Knoles, as the man who
the evening possible. changed Pacific. He ac
"My plan is that we knowledged Knoles for
should
have
more his accomplishments to
events like this one to the school.
He also gave reconginshowcase the Universi
tion
to Pacific's Conserva
ty's accomplishments,"
tory
for being "the soul
Meer.
said
After guests quickly of our University."
DeRosa praised the Bendevoured the "chocolate
trilogy" dessert, tower

ELEGANCE see page 4

Victory Park in Stockton, lo
cated on Pershing and Argonne avenues, will be turned
into an outdoor charity rock
concert this Saturday, April 13
to benefit the local YMCA of
San Joaquin County. Chase
Chevrolet and students from
Pacific will be giving back to
the community to present
"Chevy Rocks the Park" from
11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
The event is a culmination
of a semester long effort by 28
Pacific students participating
in the General Motors Market
ing Internship (GMMI). The
GMMI is a unique industryeducation partnership that
gives students an opportunity
to take what they have learned
in the classroom and apply it
to the "real world."
Organizers of the event are
hoping to attract a large crowd
to the concert to bring atten
tion to the YMCA of San
Joaquin County.
Over the course of the se
mester, these hard-working
students have gained invalu
able experience by researching
and planning the "Chevy
Rocks the Park" event aimed at
promoting their client,
Chevrolet.
Chase Chevrolet and the
Chevrolet Division of General
Motors have functioned as the
students' clients, providing
objectives for them to work to
wards, as well as the money,
information and resources
necessary for the students to
launch their promotion.

ROCK see page 4
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CIP brings community together
BY SARAH WELLS
Staff Writer

Applicants must be accept cent Martin Luther King, Jr.
ed to the university, perform celebration with the city of
community service, submit Stockton, Dance for a Chance
Since 1969, University of two letters of recommenda and they look forward to the
the Pacific has been helping tion, write an essay about their upcoming Cinco de Mayo ac
the Stockton-area, low-income philosophy of community ser tivities. An annual Thanksgiv
and minority students com vice, as well as an autobiogra ing food basket drive helped
plete their college education phy and be the first generation feed 150 local families during
with tuition remission and in their family to attend a four- the holiday season, and Ruizacademic support through its year institution.
Houston hopes to enlarge the
Community Involvement Pro
Program members are cho program next year.
gram (CIP).
sen based on financial need
Also important to program
The program was estab and eligibility, and those se is the approaching Interna
lished by concerned students, lected receive the balance of tional Spring Festival. Open to
faculty and community mem their tuition to complete their
students and Stockton youths,
bers to help educate and train financial aid package. Next the festival will take place on
the future leaders of the city of year, a housing grant is avail
Sunday, April 21, from noon
Stockton. There are currently able to cover students' onto 5 p.m. on the McCaffrey
119 students benefited by the campus housing costs. CIP
Center Lawn. Visitors will be
program enrolled in school, members must maintain their
treated to an international bar
and approximately 20 addi service to the community by
becue, a children's area, a per
tional incoming students are volunteering for least 10 hours
formance by Nikka Coasta and
selected each year by the pro at local organizations.
much more.
gram.
CIP members are also active
Students interested in vol
Students interested in the on the Pacific campus. Ruizunteering for the festival may
program must meet severalcri Houston says that CIP stu
contact the graduate assistant
teria to gain admission into it. dents are not, "Really seen do
in charge of the event, Sarah
Each incoming freshman ap ing much as a whole because Rich at 946-2453.
plicant must have graduated they are so spread out around
Ruiz-Houston said, "We are
from a Stockton high school campus," but she hopes to
always looking for more vol
and has to be a city resident for change that in the coming
unteers for any organization."
at least three years. Transfer year and eventually, "Expand
She also welcomes any ques
students from San Joaquin into the San Joaquin Valley to
tions about multicultural is
Delta College may also apply, really reach the community
sues or anything in general,
and residency requirements that wants to be here."
saying she is, "Here to help
for them are somewhat more
The Multicultural Affairs and to serve all students. My
lax "because [it] serves so program, led by Ruiz-Houston,
door is always open."
many people," said CIP and deals withmany of the organi
Ruiz-Houston can be con
Multicultural Affairs Director, zations CIP members. The pro
tacted at 946-2453 or via email
Ines Ruiz-Houston.
gram has taken part in the re at imiz@uop.edu

ACCU f
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7-cJay forecast for Stockton
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Saturday

f%
Mostly sunny,
breezy at times.

Cool with clouds
and sun; may
shower.

72°/48°

c«y

Alturas
Bakersfield
Barstow
Bishop
Eureka
Fresno
Lancaster
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Maryville
Monterev
Needles
Oakland
Ontario
Palm Springs
Paso Ftobles
Red Bluff
Sacramento
Salinas
San Diego
San Francisco
San Gabriel
San Jose
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Torrance
Yosemite Valley
Yreka

Mostly sunny.

68°/48°
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75 36 s
57 46 c
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72 47 pc
87 58 s
65 44 c
77 47 pc
70 48 s
66 49 pc
61 55 c
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66 52 pc
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65 51 pc
65 55 pc
76 41 s
73 41 |
pc

Sunny and nice.
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74742°

£
Sunrise

It

<4%

78746°
set

5:46 a.m.
5:45 a.m.
5:43 a.m.
6:42 a.m.
6:40 a.m.
6:39 a.m.
6:37 a.m.

6:31 p.m.
6:32 p.m.
6:32 p.m.
7:33 p.m
7:34 p.m
7:35 p.m
7:36 pm

Sunset
\ 'M

All maps arid forecasts
provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2002

Thur.
Fri.

Sat.
Sun.
Mon.

Tues.
Wed.

Mostly cloudy;
shower or two
possible.

72742°
Rise

Set

1:32 a.m. 11:03 a.m.
2:21 a.m. 12:00 p.m.
3:03 a.m. 12:59 p.m.
4:39 a.m. 2:58 p.m.
5:11a.m. 3:56 p.m.
5:38 a.m. 4:53 p.m.
6:04 a.m. 5:50 p.m.

Last

New

Apr 4

Apr 12

First

Full

Apr 20

yg-v

Apr 26 %

Weather History Today's RealFeel Temp
The U.S.S. Akron crashed on
April 4, 1933, during a windwhipped storm near
Barnegat Light, N.J. Foginduced collisions, icebergs
and storms have sunk many
ships.

Most of us remember the
good times we spent cele
brating the New Year several
months ago. However, with
a little help from Pacific's
Cambodian club, you can
ring in the New Year once
again. On April 12, Pacific
will celebrate the Cambodi
an New Year, which takes
place this Saturday.

8 a.m.
Noon
4 p.m.
8 p.m.

58°
67°
70°
62°

RealFeel Temperature™: A com
posite of the effects of temperature,
wind, humidity, sunshine intensity,
cloudiness, precipitation, and ele
vation on the human body.

Po Chhun, president of
the Cambodian Club, said
that the event is set up to,
"Raise awareness for the club
and also just to show people
a good time."
The dance is open to
everyone and is free. It is be
ing held in the Elbert Covell
Common Room.
Chhun said, "At our last
event we had about 200peoNEW YEAR see page 4

Public Safety Report
March 19-26,2002-Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

RudkinWay
Weber Hall

When
March 25
March 25

where

Partly sunny.

Rise

Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

BY MARC ROWE
Staff Writer

Wednesday

Mostly sunny and
warm.

76746°

Cambodians celebrate
the New Year Saturday

AccuWeather.com
Tuesday

i:

/"%

Photo by Natale Goriel

Legendary jazz vocalist, Al Jarreau, performed at Faye
Spanos Concert Hall last Saturday, April 6. Jarreau's in
novative musical expressions have made him one of
the most exciting and critically acclaimed performers of
our time with five Grammy Awards, scores of interna
tional music awards and popular accolades worldwide.

Stagg Way

March 26

Where
Campus-wide
Lot #7 (behind fraternities)
Delta Gamma Sorority
Lot #6(by Carter House)
Grace Covell Hall
Rudkin Way
Grace Covell Hall

when
March 19
March 20
March 22
March 22
March 23
March 25
March 25

Library

Casa Jackson
Library
Southwest Hall

March 25
March 26
March 26
March 26

Where
Lot #4
Pacific House
Grace Covell Hall

when
March 19
March 23
March 24

Where

when

Lot #2 (by swimming pool)
Stagg Way

March 20
March 22

Grace Covell Hall
Off campus

March 25
March 26

Vandalism
What
Vehicle damaged
Broken Window

•

•

Vehicle damaged (keyed)
What
Parking permits
Vehicle stolen
Bicycle
Parking permit
Purse from victim's room
Loss unknown
Marlock key
Two arrested
Loss unknown
Loss unknown
Clothing from dryer
Burglary
Loss
Attempt only, noloss
Unknown loss
Wallet
What
Subject arrested onoutstanding warrant
Subject with open containe.
(arrested on outstanding warrants)
Intoxicated student, left with RD
Possible gang members picked fight with
residents near Manor Hall

Did you know?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 74.8 hours of foot patrol,
found 37 open windows/doors (seven were propped open), provided 18 escorts, assisted seven
stranded motorists andinterviewed 15 suspicious persons. If you have nay inquires about any of
the information provided in this report, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston,
Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537or Extension 2537 from campus phones. You may
also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or persons.
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Anorexia common in athletes,
says Dartmouth speaker
"HE PACIFICAN
Anorexia nervosa and the
remale-athlete triad" run
rampant in college-age
omen, with possible lifelong
e Tects even for those who re
cover, said Harvard Medical
School eating-disorder expert
Dr. Ann Klibanski at a presen
tation in Filene Auditorium.
Klibanski spoke to about 60
students and professors about
these disorders, which she has
researched for many years. The
female-athlete triad is a combi
nation of amenorrhea—cessa
tion of menstruation — disor
dered eating and osteoporosis,
which refers to bone loss at a
rate abovenormal.
According to Klibanski, any
where from three to 66 percent
of female athletes suffer from
the three afflictions.
"It depends on how narrow
ly or broadly you want to de
fine it," she said. "Prevalence
varies with the sport, and this
is no surprise — the more rig
orous the coach, the higher

the likelihood" that an athlete
will develop female-athlete tri
ad.
Giving examples, Klibanski
said that the triad affects 74
percent of female gymnasts
and 50 percent of runners and
field hockey players.
Anorexia nervosa, defined
as refusal to maintain body
weight, an intense fear of fat
and amenorrhea, afflicts 1 to 4
percent of female college stu
dents and has a mortality rate
of 5.6 percent.
These high statistics reflect
the fact that many anorexics
are ashamed to seek treatment.
Also, friends and family may
not know how to approach
the situation, said Klibanski.
Along with clinical symp
toms, Klibanski described oth
er behavioral indications of
the disease.
"Many of these women and
men eat in private. They are
very reluctant to be weighed,
or they will weigh themselves
down with change in their
pockets or heavy clothes. They

may drink gallons and gallons
of water in an effort not to
eat."
"Osteoporosis is the most
serious and long-lasting effect
of both these diseases. The ma
jority of bone mass is formed
during the adolescent years,
and without proper nutrition
and menstruation, this critical
formation is jeopardized," she
explained.
"The bone density of many
of these 20-year-old women is
equivalent to that of a 60 or
70-year-old," Klibanski said,
noting that anorexics are often
aware of the possibility of os
teoporosis, but nevertheless
cannot control their disease.
"Women with anorexia ner
vosa take a lot of calcium and
Vitamin D, but only because
these supplements don't have
calories," she said.
She also said the endocrine
system, which regulates the
body's hormones, is devastat
ed by anorexia due to the elec
trolyte imbalance that results
from poor nutrition.

SAFETY from page l
vinced that ASUOP will hold atic areas discovered during the about the campus safety walk,
this an issue because they seem walk that are currently being I would have loved to have
to be very concerned with the looked into and addressed been a participant becauseI
well being and safety of this which is an ongoing process. myself, have discovered many
campus.Itruly feel that Matt is Two of the 99 problematic ar areas around campus that de
doing a terrific job as ASUOP eas that were discovered were: serve attention. In addition,I
president and will always up Knoles Hall, in which the sec believe that the ASUOP board
hold his responsibilities for as ond and the third floors are is doing a great job by follow
long as he is in office and even not handicap accessible and ing through with each and
after he graduates," said Sina.
the west side of the Baun Fit every one of their responsibili
The purpose of the Campus ness Center for its poorly lit ties."
Safety Walk is to inform stu area.
Agreeing with Gray, sopho
dents and staff and document
ASUOP Vice President, Jon more Paul Henson said, "I
the unsafe areas on campus Johnson said, "This is our sec would have to say that this
that are of great concern.
ond Campus Safety Walk and year, the lighting on campus
ASUOP has been working we are going to continue hav has improved a lot compared
hard to improve these areas to ing them as the years progress. to last year.I remember when
better serve the campus as a Our purpose for doing so is so I could not even see five feet
whole. The areas around cam we can become familiar with in front of me because there
pus, which have poor lighting, the problematic areas that still was no source of light. Even
high bushes, dangerous walk exist and begin working on though things have improved
ing conditions and handi them."
lately,Istill believe that further
capped access around campus
President of ASUOP, Matt action needs to be taken."
are a few of the areas that Olson, is also an IPC member
.ASUOP is concentrating on.
for Pacific who is in charge of
f—10% off on cash orders only —j j
ASUOP Campus Affairs presentations for matters, such
C»
I Commissioner, Jenice Hon- as the lack of blue light phones
I
esto, said, "Our main goal for around campus. He proposes
0'
this walk was to determine solutions to the problematic
Dine In & Take Out
what exactly we were working areas being documented and
with and then make as many tries to ensure that a beneficial
Mon-Sat 11am-9pm
documentations as possible. plan will soon come into af
o;
From there on, we must con fect.
sider some possible solutions."
According to freshman Ryan
There were many problem Gray, "IfIwould have known
3202PaciScAve cm Kock of A'pne AveJ!
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Faculty Profile
Dr. Stephen Wheeler knows
his business ethics
BY ALEX WAGNER

Young, one of the top five
accounting firms in the
world. After five years,
For some professors, it of Wheeler decided to leave
ten takes longer to build the Ernst & Young and start his
bridge between the class own business. With a cou
room and the "real world," ple of friends, he opened
but this is not the case for Nicholson, Watson &
UOP Accounting Professor, Wheeler.
In addition to the pres
Dr. Stephen Wheeler.
The recent business scan sures of running his own
dal between the huge ac business, Wheeler was lec
counting firm Arthur An turingin accounting at Cal
derson and bankrupt ifornia State University
energy company Enron, Sacramento. When balanc
has allowed Dr. Wheeler to ing the two jobs became too
show his students the im much, he quit to teach full
portance of business ethics. time.
Wheeler said, "I had al
Dr. Wheeler teaches his stu
dents that, "The only thing ways wanted to be a high
valuable about auditors is school teacher, but teaching
their independence." He college is much more fun."
Because his ultimate goal
also said the auditors work
ing for Enron crossed the was becoming a professor,
line when they began con Wheeler went back to
sulting instead of just ex school to get his doctorate
pressing independent opin in accounting, this time at
ions about the company's Arizona State University.
After completing his
financial state.
Wheeler knows what it studies in 1987, Wheeler
takes to be an auditor for a taught accounting at Flori
large company. After gradu da State University. He left
ating from California State Florida State in 1993 to be
University Sacramento with come an associate professor
a master's degree in ac at the University of South
counting, he worked as an
PROFILE see page 5
audit manager for Ernst &
Staff Writer

YOUR
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Pacific's Pride week ends Saturday

Photo by Bob Bjarke

Papacito borrowed Jr.'s clown wig last weekend and promised to re
turn it. What Jr. doesn't know yet is that Papcito sold it for a dollar.

NEW YEAR from page 2
Photo by Suzie Gaube

pie so we think that this one
will be just as big."
The dance will feature hip
hop and dance music, as well
as some Cambodian music,
but for the most part it is just a
dance party for, "Pacific and
outsiders to have fun."
The Cambodian Club has
been on campus for several
years and currently has about
20 members. The student

dance is not the first event volved on campus, The Cam
that the Cambodian club has bodian Club hopes to plan to
put on.
get involved in the local com
Chhun said, "We have had munity by getting its mem
another student dance, and in bers to participate in local pro
addition, we took part in an jects.
international dinner and put
So tomorrow, come join the
on a cultural dance piece."
Cambodian club and several
"We also put on a ski trip in hundred fellow Pacific stu
January that was a lot of fun," dents in the Common Room
said Chhun.
and see how Cambodians cel
In addition to being in ebrate a new year!

ELEGANCE from page l

Pacific's Gay-Straight Alliance (PGSA) celebrated
National Day of Silence on Wednesday, April 3 in
the McCaffrey Center and had closing ceremonies in
Pacific's Rose Garden. PGSA's Pride Week began on
Monday, April 8 and will end this Saturday.

Workshop provides training
on census web-site April 16
THE PACIFICAN

erd School of Education for and how it "excellently pre
"providing the greatest pares top attorneys to serve
reach of programs of any our nation." The School of
university in the West."
International Studies was
DeRosa proudly informed also congratulated on its 30
guests that 33 percent of all percentage increase in ap
California pharmacists and plicants this year.
26 percent of California
DeRosa concluded his
dentists are graduates of Pa speech by addressing the fu
cific. He congratulated the ture of Pacific. He proudly
School of Engineering for its spoke on the new pharma
successful first ever-full year cy/biology building, the
internship program that greatest number of students
many other schools have applicants ever and the con
copied.
struction of another MonoDeRosa spoke about the gan Hall.
McGeorge School of Law
DeRosa concluded his

speech by asking guests to
join "Pacific as it reaches its
next level of excellence."
The dinner was followed
by a concert featuring jazz
musician, A1 Jarreau in the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
Jarreau did not have to do
much to get the crowd ex
cited.
There was a tremendous
applause from the crowd
when Jarreau asked, "are
you all right tonight?" This
response left no question
that the Pacific guests were
feeling "all right."

e Pacifican is now
. Jf;
accepting applications for
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager
for the 2002-2003 school year.
If you are interested,

Pacific Retirements

'

contact Dr. Hilton in the
Communication Department

khilton@uop.edu
....

•••I

Pacific would like to
wish Barbara Sayles in
the Modern Language
Department, Maurice
McMullen in the English
Department and Dale
McNeal in the Biological
Sciences Department the
very best in their future.
Sayles and McMullen re
tired last semester and
McNeal will retire at the
end of May. Good Luck.

Kai-yan Lee, a regional
planner at the San Joaquin
Council of Governments' Re
search and Forecasting Cen
ter, will provide an introduc
tion and overview to
American Factfinder on Tues
day, April 16, from 1:30 p.m.
to 2:30 p.m., in library class-

room 245.
American Factfinder is the
U.S. Census Bureau's home
page for 2000 census data. The
database is a resource for sta
tistical information on popu
lation, housing, economic
and geographic research.
E-mail Craig Hawbaker at
chawbaker@uop.edu to re
serve a space.

ROCK from page 1
Those who attend the char scheduled to appear are Ele
ity concert are sure to enjoy a vated Minds, a hrnk rock band
great day of free live music. and Losing All Pride, a punk
Those who attend the concert band.
can help the YMCA by bring
"This will be a wonderful
ing a toy or by making a cash opportunity for the young
donation at the YMCA table people of this area to hear
the day of the event. The goal some great music and see a
is to raise $1000 in cash and free concert while making a
donations for the YMCA of difference for the YMCA," said
San Joaquin County.
Michael Nguyen, one of the
Those bands scheduled to coordinators of the event.
perform include up and com
All Pacific students are in
ing bands from Northern Cal vited to attend this free event
ifornia. Two of the bands Saturday.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED: Part time up to $20 an hour major mobile DJ and
entertainment company is looking for MC personalities. Will train,
must be outgoing and comfortable on stage, must be available Fridays
and Saturdays. Equipment provided. Call 1-800-LIVE-MIX
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First Experiential Learning
Showcase held at Pacific
B Y C RISSY W OODARD
3uest Writer

Did you know that the new
:rend is for employers to hire
people they already know?
This would include those stu
dents at Pacific that have par
ticipated in any form of expe
riential learning. At Pacific,
experiential learning includes
internships, undergraduate
research, clinical experiences,
rieldwork, Co-ops and service
learning.
On Tuesday, April 23, from
noon to 2 p.m., the first Ex
periential Learning Showcase
will be held in the Regents
Dining Room. At this infor
mation session, faculty and
both current and former in
terns will speak about their
experiences and discuss the

grams and it is guaranteed.
While enjoying a provided
lunch, students can start the
information process and view
the range of opportunities
and benefits available. The
faculty, interns and alumni
presenting, will assist attend
ing students to understand

how experiential learning
makes the connection be
tween the classroom curricu
lum and the "real world" and
how experiential learning
can make a difference in post
graduate success.
The Experiential Learning
Showcase, while being infor
mative, is also a celebration
of student success. Students
at Pacific, from engineering
to education majors, have
been hired directly from their
experiential learning place
ment. Through their experi
ence, these students gain the
knowledge needed to be
more sought after in the work
force.
For more information please
contact the Career and Intern
ship Center at 946-2361 or stop
by the Center in the Main Gym.

faculty and students.
While at Pacific, Wheeler
has authored over 21 publica
tions. He is most proud of the
articles that have been pub
lished in various accounting
textbooks because, as he puts
it, "That's how you know
when you wrote something
important, when it is pub
lished in a textbook."
He has also received 10 vari
ous awards and grants and has
been the reviewer for several
different academic journals.
Wheeler is a dedicated

teacher and a dedicated foot
ball fan. He is a Raider's sea
son ticket holder and a huge
Florida State football follower.
He has two children, ages 13
and 15. When Wheeler is not
in the classroom, you can find
him skiing in Tahoe with his
family.
Wheeler plans to teach ac
counting at Pacific for a long
time. He believes as long as he
is able to keep his lessons,
"fresh and fun," neither he
nor his students will get
bored.

many options for various ma
jors.
It is Pacific's goal to have
100 percent participation in
experiential learning pro-

Experiential
Learning Showcase
Tuesday, April 23
Noon to 2 p.m.
Regents Dining Room

Study Break

Photo by Suzie Gaube

Junior Kendra Aston and senior Dominique Plumel
take a study break in the summit.

PROFILE from page 3
Carolina. One year later he
moved again, but this time for
good.
Wanting to move back to
the West Coast, Wheeler im
mediately applied to Pacific
when an opening arose. Dr.
Wheeler has taught at Pacific
since his hire in 1994 because
as he said, "Pacific is a great
place. When people get here,
they stay."
Dr. Wheeler appreciates the
welcoming atmosphere and
the opportunity to develop
betterrelationships between

my gym membership costs more than that.
>contiki has 100 worldwide trips to choose from aid you can do* with
people your own age. surope from $55 a day! what on earth are
urrit-uaailinrt

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR CREDITS.
Complete your undergraduate degree at Golden Gate University:
» Never worry about: getting the classes you need
« Finish quickly by taking classes in the evening, on weekends and online
• Learn from industry experts and apply skills even before you graduate
• Transfer scholarships available
Bachelor's Degrees in:
» Business Administration • Computer Information Systems

>where

togo:

> greek island hopping
14 days f rem $968

> european getaway '
8 days from $6®

> mediterranean highlights
14 days from $859

> simply itaty
13 daysfrom $748

Classes begin in May, July and September.

SACRAMENTO • 916-648-1446
WWW.GGU.EDU • INFO@GGU.EDU

GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY

call 1-888-531-1833
visit AAA Travel
3116 West March Ln.
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TV shows often portray a false reality
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activities such as shopping or
visiting her mom.
These characters are obvi
ously fictional, but more im
portantly, they avoid the
stark, harsh reality of domes
tic service in the U.S.
If domestic seryice was real
ly as easy and carefree as these
shows make them seem, I
might re-consider my career
options. However, for most
domestic workers, the job is
tiresome, dirty and does not
offer upward mobility within
the service. The scary truth is
that many domestic workers
tend to be exploited by their

Martin Crownover
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tauren Vang
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Reynold Wilson
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purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff
and students, $2 per lme for all others.
Please call (209) 946-2115.
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How to Subscribe
• A one year subscription to ThePacifiam
costs $32 ($17 per semester).
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ThePacifiam 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 95211 attn: Subscriptions.
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Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 95211

employers: they are not paid
adequately, they are treated as
inferiors on the job and they
do not receive medical bene
fits.
Now I understand the en
tertaining benefits of TV, how
ever I think it is unwise to
watch it without really think
ing about the messages that
are delivered. If we take every
thing at face value, then we
run the risk of having lazy
brains, which leave us inca
pable of being critical con
sumers and may have detri
mental consequences for our
society.

When it comes to painful
memories, we all try our best
to erase them out of our
minds. But when we are con
stantly reminded every day
as years past, it makes forget
ting very difficult. The issue
of removing the Confederate
flag in South Carolina has
long been a hot topic and re
cently flared up again with a
protest that began last year.
The flag represents racial
hatred, bigotry as well as op
pression, and there is no
question in my mind that it
should be taken down.
Flag supporters say that
the men who died for the
Confederacy deserve to be re
membered by the prominent
display. I believe that we al-

January and did not end un
til April. The march put pres
sure on the legislature to
bring down the flag, and to
this day people are still de
ciding if they should bring
the flag down.
Since South Carolina was
the first state to secede from
the union, let us make it the
last state to bring down the
Confederate flag. It is really
hard for some people to be
reminded every day about
something that happened in
the past that was not so
pleasant.
I am sure many people
have things that remind you
of unpleasant past experi
ences that you would not
want to re-encounter. So let
us try to see ourselves in oth
ers' shoes and take down the
Confederate flag.
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According to Dr. Arthur: Can't men just be friends?
There was no accessible they answered no, and in
how-to-guide
informing us of scribed what they thought was
Co-Opinion Editor
the "dos" and "don'ts." So we some kind of reward or con
Here at Pacific, many of my took matters in our own hands stellation prize for his efforts,
female friends refer to me as Dr. and showed the girls the best stating "We can be friends."
Being turned down was one
Arthur. I am the uncertified way we knew how. We hit
of
the hardest lessons for bro
them,
pulled
their
hair
and
counselor, who tells them how
ken-hearted
boys to go
made
fun
of
them.
Hoping
I see it, and 1 diagnose their re
through
and
continues
to be
they
would
see
past
our
boyish
lationship problems from a
hard
every
time
that
dirty
shenanigans
and
notice
we
male perspective. A concern
that was presented to me by wanted more than their friend "friend" word is mentioned.
Men interpret "being just
one of my female "patients" ship. However, this method
was "Why can't men just be had a low success rate and the friends" as a major rejection. It
tormented girls usually wished is a woman's way of nicely stat
friends?"
Before 1 begin, I will state, we never existed or just left ing she is not interested in be
that some men do not have a them alone. So males had to ing romantically involved with
problem with being friends, find a more effective way of you. Leaving the cupid stricken
however there are others who communicating their feelings, male feeling empty because
the woman he had feelings for
have horrors stories and mem the note.
I know many ladies know does not share them in return.
ories about the dirty FI truly do not know if there
about the note that was passed
Word...(Friend).
is
a nicer way to let a guy
to
them
by
that
admiring
boy
The Note Approach
Take a trip with me down in their class. Asking if they down. I do not want women
memory lane. I was in the third liked him and as they opened getting the wrong idea and ob
grade and at this age most of the letter, there were three ligate themselves to a date; par
the boys at my school were choices inside, Yes, No or ty or any other outing they re
moving away from the cootie Maybe. Well if they were inter ally do not want to attend. It is
stage into "liking the girl ested in the guy it was obvious best to be honest and follow
stage." The transition to this what they choose. But there your heart.
Platonic Relationships
new frontier was difficult be was also the awful alternative.
I was once told that before a
cause we boys did not know The girls sent that letter back to
the right way to approach the that nervous wreck in class. As woman can be your girlfriend,
he opened the letter he found, you had to be friends first. This
girl we had a crush on.
BY ARTHUR JENKINS III

is not a problem, if both males
and females know that there is
an attraction and mutually
want to be friends before get
ting into a relationship. How
ever there are platonic rela
tionships where women are
just good friends with men and
there is no obvious connec
tion.
Platonic relationships be
come a factor for interested
men because they want to
move beyond just being
friends. Platonic relationship is
an unwanted classification,
which limits a man's chances
of getting closer to a woman.
"Platonic relationships are
not possible, just ask me," said
sophomore Mike Drysdale.
However some guys hope
that if they become close
friends with a woman she
would want to be with them.
The problem is that these feel
ings are kept secret in order not
to damage the friendship. If
the male unleashes his undy
ing love for a woman it might
not go the way he planned. On
the contrary, he might get
lucky and be happy to know

that she had been waiting for
him the whole time to confess
his feelings.
This is a real tricky situation
and hard to manage. That is
why some men are reluctant to
become friends. It is easier to
know that I like you and you
like me, than not to know and
guess, whether she is interested
or not.
I believe men should be
honest in telling women how
they feel, but with caution,
keeping this in mind. If a man
tells a woman how he feels, he
might push her away, losing
the friendship.
The best suggestion I can of
fer for any situation similar to
this is for women and men to
communicate effectively and
respectfully to each other
about how they feel.
Whether women choose to
be friends or more should be
considered a privilege. Besides,
there are possible benefits for
women and men to be just
friends. She might be a great re
source for hooking-up her sin
gle guy friend with one of her
girlfriends.

Muslims, Jews and Christians Library rules treat
believe in the very same God students like kids

JENNIFER D. MAYNARD
Staff Writer

Considering the way the
world is today-with the mis
conceptions and instances of
intolerance that float among
us-it is necessary to under
stand one another, particular
ly when it comes to religious
backgrounds.
Now, I am in no way mean
ing to imply that the first
thing we say when we meet
another person is, "Hi, my
name is Joe Shmoe, and I am
a(n) (insert religious affiliation
here), what are you?" No, no,
no! That is not what this arti
cle is about.
What we need to do is leam
about one another's beliefs
and values, so we can have a
better understanding of those
around us. By doing this, we
may become better able to
communicate and interact,
whether this be in friendships,
relationships or in diplomatic
circumstances.
While there are many faiths

THEA BROWN
Staff writer

http://www.mlba.com/images/

This picture underscores that Muslims and Christians are
much alike. Can you tell the difference between the two?
and beliefs, two very promi
It is likely that, while many
nent belief systems have come are familiar with the basic
under the spotlight recently, concepts of the Judeo-Christthat of Judaism/Christianity ian religion, many know com
and that of Islam, particularly paratively little about the reli
in the last seven months. Be gion of Islam. Today many
cause of the tragic events that speak of "jihad" and whatnot,
have unfolded, and the new but how many of us have
concerns we all have, if is es heard people list off the ways
sential that we obtain a grasp that we, as followers of the
on the similarities between Judeo-Christian and Muslim
these two faiths, which are traditions, are so interconvery similar in concept, prin
ciple, and practice.
MUSL1MS see page 9

We have all seen the
signs as we enter the lb
brary. You know the
ones, the big "no-no circle on both doors,
telling us that
food,
drinks,
and smoking are
prohibited.
Last Saturday,
after my usual
brunch at Micky
D's, I headed off to my
second home, the infor
mation commons at the
library to do some re
search. As I entered, I
paused to compare my
soda cup to the prohibit
ed one on the sign.
Confident with my li
brary worthy drinking de
vice, I strutted to my fa
vorite
cubicle
and
researched away.
Although I am very sad

to report in the midst of
this research frenzy, I was
ripped from studying by
an information commons
technology assistant. He
informed me that the
type of drink I had on my
cubicle was pro
hibited in the li
brary. Shocked
into placidity, I
nodded
my
head and calm
ly
informed
him that I would
surely dispose of my
drink. Unsatisfied with
my reaction, the tech as
sistant matter-of-factly,
informed me he would
take care of it, and
snatched my drink away
faster than I can say
Dewey decimal system. *
Normally I would have
appreciated the hospitali
ty, but it was an act based

LIBRARY see page 8
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Hate crime laws punish free-thinking and ideas
Hi

that the answer to
tion put a criminal
[U-WIRE]-Recently, hate the second question
behind bars for a
crimes have been a popular is just as simple but
couple more years.
topic in the public forum. more frequently ig
I think that the
With the recent discussion nored.
answer to the third
taking place, I realized that
Hate crime legis
question is the
much of the scrutiny sur lation will not deter
most important.
rounding hate crime legisla many future hate
Hate crime legisla
tion has shifted away from criminals. People do
tion
punishes
the fundamental issues of not commit crimes
thought
in
a
the legislation onto more based upon the pos
frighteningly Orsuperficial and secondary sible punishments
wellian way. Apart
topics.
to which they will
from the difference
With regard to this issue, be subjected if they
in
punishment
the public should be focus are caught. No po
that is already exing on three fundamental tential murderer is
"ercised to distin
questions: 1) What does going to
think
guish between pre
hate crime legislation hope "well,I would really
meditated
and
to accomplish? 2) What are like to commit this
spur-of-the-mo
its chances of achieving hate crime, but now
ment crimes, hate
those goals? 3) Is the legisla that my prison sen
http://psychology.ucdavis.edu/rainbow/html/hate_crimes
crime legislation
tion justifiable?
tence would be 25 Stopping the spread of hate crimes in the U.S.
adds another layer
The answers lead to a years instead of 20
of punishment by
clear-cut case against hate years,I will just call
knew that the criminal
making certain be
crime legislation because its the whole thing off."
would get an education in liefs illegal.
benefits are small compared
Hate crime legislation will prison.
It is hard to disagree that
to its enormous costs.
not deter future hate crimi
I would feel better if I many people have actively
The answer to the first nals just as the death penal
knew that the criminal hated others at some point
question is simple. Hate ty does not deter future
would leave prison as a in life. Technically, many
crime legislation is intended murderers. As for easing the
peaceful and enlightened people can be considered
to deter future hate crimi minds of Americans,Iknow
individual than when he or racist, defined as the belief
nals and to ease the minds personally that I do not feel
she was admitted. But until that race accounts for differ
of Americans who are dis better if a criminal goes to
that happens, I will not ences in human character or
gusted by violent acts com jail for 12 years instead of
sleep better at night know ability and that a particular
mitted out of hatred.Ithink 10. I would feel better if I
ing that hate crime legisla race is in some ways superi

or to others. Many others
are homophobic, defined as
the fear of or contempt for
lesbians and gay men.
But people have a right to
be racist or homophobic! A
racist has the personal right
to believe that the white
race is supreme just as any
one has a personal right to
believe in God or hold a ha
tred of rapists or murderers.
It is ridiculous to increase
a criminal's jail sentence
just because they hold one
of the beliefs above. That is
what hate crimes legislation
does. Hate crime legislation
is an infringement upon
freedom of thought. How
can we define hatred and
know what varying degrees
of it should correspond to
increased prison sentences?
Since we can not make
those types of decisions, be
liefs and thoughts should
not be punished. Hate crime
legislation will not deter
criminals or do a service to
society. It is an infringe
ment
on
freedom
of
thought that should be dis
missed.

LIBRARY from page 7
more on my incompetence this time that I was able to
there is a problem in the li
of actually throwing the do this task on my own.
brary with ants, and as of
drink away, rather than him Phew.
lately, there have been icky
realizing he had torn me
The question here is, are rat sightings. This apparent
away from my studies, and we so juvenile that we need
ly is themain reason that
had already wasted enough to drink out of a sipper cup food and
drink are prohibit
of my time.
around computers and ed, while in addition there is
In fact, this is the third in books or nothing at all? I
a problem with gum and
cident of this fashion thatI went straight to the circulafood being smashed in the
have encountered.
carpet and liquid
In brief, on another
causing spots on
occasion, one of the
the rugs.
librarians whileI am
I felt a bit of re
The question here is,
assuming was mak
gret for my hard
ing her "prohibited
feelings towards
are we so juvenile that we need
drink
container
the library policies
raids," took the lib
to drink out of a sipper cup
and staff,I suppose
erty of informing
that these rules are
me that my Pepsi
around computers and books or
here for a reason.
can was prohibited,
Although.it was
and then took it
nothing at all?
not long before I
away before I could
55 remembered the
even conjure a reway in which they
sp'onse. The third
enforce the rule,
occasion was when my Wa tion counter to ask this
and that was by disposing of
ter bottle was unscrewed, question to the librarians
my drinks for me. Maybe
apparently threatening to all themselves. It seems as
the library should respect us
technology in the library, so though there actually is
a little more and let us dis
much that it was pivotal to enough reason to be so strict pose of our Own drinks. It re
have my water bottle top with our beverages.
ally is insulting, appearing
screwed.on tightly. Luckily,
I learned through our as though we are tod incom
I complied quickly enough conversation that indeed petent to throw our own

u

drinks away. It could have
been that some of us just
misunderstood the rule, we
probably were not attempt
ing to smuggle our root beer
in at a covert attempt at li
brary scandal.
I guess the point is that,

hey library folks, when you
see us breaking the rules,
just let us know what they
are, and respect us enough
to let us take it ourselves,
have a little respect for us
when you are telling us to
respect your rules.

Last Chance for Units! Now'sthetime!
Center for Professional & Continuing Education
isoffering thefollowing courses for credit.
Cross Cultural Communications!, Friday, April 12. 5pm - 10pm
and Saturday, April 13, 8am - 6pm,
1 unit
Fee $ 95
Being Your Personal Best, Saturday, April 13, and
Sunday, April 21, Sam - 5pm
1 unit

Fee $100

Hamlet for PeopieWho Hate Shakespeare. Saturday and Sunday,
April 13 & 14, 99m- 5:3££im,
1 unit
Fee' $125
Linux for Beginners, Saturday and Sunday,
April 13& 14, Sam-5:30pm
1 unit

Fee $200

Cross Cultural Communications 11. Friday, Afrit 19, 5- 10pm
and Scturday, April 20, Sam - 6pm
1 unit
Fee $95
M icrosoft Works, Saturday April 27, 9am - 5pm and
Sunday, April 28, 9am -4pm
1 unit

Fee $145

Southeast Asians in America. Saturday, April 27, 9am - 5:30pm
and Sunday, April 28, Sam - 5pm
1 unit
Fee $146
Writing for the Movies, Saturday & Sunday,
April 27 & 28, 9am—-5pm
1 unit

Fee $150
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Americans should stay home
[U-WIRE]-The Middle East
has exploded again. On
Passover, a suicide bomber det
onated himself inside a busy
hotel in the town of Netanya
and killed 22 people. A few
days later, in response, the Is
raelis launched a major offen
sive intent on destroying Yass
er Arafat's rule over the
Palestinian Authority. This has
exacerbated the violence of
the 18-month long Intifada.
There has been some debate
about whether we should be
sitting on the sidelines with
General Anthony Zinni per
forming a Quixotic task—try
ing to broker apeace deal — or
instead send troops to the re
gion to either separate the two
sides, or aid the Israelis in root
ing out certain terror groups
whom we have a long-stand
ing grudge against. As tempt
ing as it would be to go after
these criminals, this fight is
not our fight.
If we were to re-insert our
selves into this war, we would
once again have to be pre
pared for numerous casualties
for an effort that our presence

might not be enough to
change.
What we are seeing in the
Middle East is a blood feud.
The Palestinians complain
that the Israelis are choking
them economically, and the Is
raelis focus on the latest round
of suicidebombings. However,
the fight settles down to mil
lennia of grudges and recrimi
nations, mostly centering on
one issue: land. The land that
the Palestinians and Arabs say
they want is the land they lost
in the 1967 war, but in their
heart of hearts the Palestinians
would be ecstatic if they could
drive the Israelis into the
ocean and be done with them.
They feel that the land is theirs
— after all, it had been part of
several Muslim empires since
700 A.D. — and that the Is
raelis are merely squatters. The
Israelis see the land as their
kingdom that was taken from
them by the Romans after the
revolt of 70 A.D.
Second, we could find our
selves thrust into a general
Mideast war, which would be
detrimental for us and our

own mission. We found our
selves in a nightmare when we
intervened in the civil war in
Lebanon in the early 1980s
(fomented by the PLO), culmi
nating in a 1983 bombing of a
Marine barracks in Beirut that
killed 241 soldiers. We need all
the troops we can find if we are
going to continue on our
planned campaign against
Saddam Hussein.
Finally, we do not exist to
clean up other nations' mess
es. The fighting over the West
Bank has been exacerbated by
the fact that unless it is in their
own national interests, the
other Arabnations haven't lift
ed so much as a finger to help
ing the Palestinians, less it be
to help the Palestinians kill Is
raelis. The refugees living in
what now are cities over the
sites of the original U.N.
camps, were refused entry to
Lebanon, Syria and Jordan.
Jordan.
America once thought of
ourselves as the world's police
man. We cannot be the
world's parent, not when we
have our own job to do.

MUSLIMS from page 7
nected and alike? Likely, the the same God, Muslims recog
prevalent response is hardly nize Old Testament prophets
ever.
and "Christ is revered as a
Well, we really are a lot prophet, teacher, and the
alike! For starters, we worship most perfect man." Muslims
God. God, called Allah in Is "[hold ...Christians and
lam, is the same being. We ad Jews...] in a special place of re
dress our prayers to Him, spect as 'people/family of the
thank Him, and ask blessings book' (meaning the Old Testa
over our families in His name. ment)."
Faithful Muslims address Allah
True Muslims are devout,
(God) five times daily, praying just as are serious Christians,
on prayer rugs to separate saying, "Insha' Allah" (God
themselves temporarily from willing), just as the Jews and
the world in order to find Christians say, "Thy will be
peace of mind and comfort.
done."
Christians and Jews like
Both religions are founded
wise have the concept of talk on the principles of family
ing with God through prayer, and devotion. Followers of
usually after waking to thank both religions pray, fast and
Him for the new day, at meals even tithe (give a tenth of
when blessing food to be eat one's income to support the
en, and before retiring to bed church). The word 'Muslim'
in thanksgiving and supplica means one who submits.
tion.
Taking that into considera
In any sense, God is the tion, and after realizing how
foundation of both faiths, and much we are the same, how
also includes the "strong be can any one of us possibly say
lief in salvation and the here a negative word against such a
after," according to Orin D. great people, especially when
Parker's book, "A Life Among the evil of only a few men
Muslims."
have caused our misunder
In addition to worshipping standing?

SATURDAY
APRIL
20.02
12:00 pm-5:00 pm
@ Rose Garden
{IPI Km) m fjn nrizfts 3f
mm.calfiniiplatMr.net
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What would you like to see more of
in the Pacifican?
COMPILED BY BOB BJARKE

"Maybe more articles about the Kilusan
Philipino club."
— Freshman Karen Trang

I would like to see more civil war
re-enactments."
i- Sophomore Sharyn Niles
Photo Credit: CNN.com

"More exerpts from DeRosa's diary."
— Freshman Alex Hernandez

iifc

"Ideally, The Pacifican would showcase the
viewpoints of the entire student bodyforget that, man, let's see some underwear
models! Woo!"
— Senior Jeanine Beis

1
|
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President George W. Bush looks a bit confused, but
the word from Dick Cheney's office is that it is his
bitter beer face.
g? ggi -JtM -
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PACIFICAN FAST FACTS
Twelve babies will be given to the
wrong parents each day.

A student at a U.S. college
or university reads
"What's The Pacifican?'
— Junior Erin Pascol

about 60,000 pages
in four years.
- uselessfacts.net
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r'ENTERTAINMENT
MOVIE REVIEW

Run to the "Panic Room"
BY LISA WURZ
Staff Writer

Today's
typical scary
movies have lost their flair for
fright. If you are craving a se
riously scary flick, run to the
RATING:

•••• K

Photo by Suzie Gaube

BY MARIE KALMANTIS AND NATALIE KATE PELTON
4 & E Editors

Techno Trends
These days, technology is moving faster than most of us
ri ve on the freeway. It is hard to keep up to date on all of
e new gizmos and gadgets that are out there. However, we
T. vie File writers are doing our best tokeep our faithful readrs up to date on the latest technological toys. From PDAs to
ompact mobile phones, we have writtenabout a few of our
favorite toys that are on the market today. And of course, if
it looks good, we love it!

Digit-all-in-one
Digital media has dominated the market; sometimes we
have to separate the many toys that we must tote around.
Samsung has developed a new device that marries the idea
of the cellular phone and the essential yet "luxe" PDA (per
sonal digital assistant - also known as the
Palm Pilot).
The Samsung SPH-1300 is the genius hy
brid that is not the first of its kind to come
out, but is definitely very sleek. This means
that the user can make and receive phone
calls, connect to the Internet to email and
end text message wirelessly. It must be superior, as it retails at an affordable $500. However, we do not know how
it compares to other mobile phones in terms of reception
and talk time. Infrared communication offers a bonus and
gives it a Furbee-like quality to "talk" with other PDA/mobile
jhones that your friends might have. Cellular companies
like Sprint are not expected to sell until September, so do not
:oss out your Palm Pilots and mobiles just yet.

"Panic Room" to revive that
good old jump-out-of-yourseat feeling. "Panic Room"
hits home with Americans
who feel like they are safe in
their home, or at least that
they deserve to be. People
take huge precautions to en
sure this feeling of "safety."
The ultimate in home pro
tection for those who can af
ford it is a "panic room." Pan
ic rooms are ultra secure
fortresses within a home
where residents can run to in
case of a home invasion.
Stocked with state-of-the-art
surveillance equipment, a
separate phone line, ventila-

www.hollywood.com

Jodie Foster fears for her and her child's life in "Panic Room."
tion, food supplies, and of
course a toilet, the room has
the ability to be self-sufficient
from the rest of the home.
These rooms actually exist in
homes of the very famous or
compulsively paranoid. In
spite of the seeming ridicu
lousness of them, they do
serve some purpose, even if
that purpose is only peace of

STYLE FILE see page 13"

MOVIE REVIEW seepage 13

"Twelfth Night" comes to Pacific

Fun Phones
Club kids and yuppies alike seem to have their cell phones
ilued to their hip these days. It seems that no one can live
without a phone, even for five minutes. What in the world
did everyone do before cell phones were invented? Iguess
•. hen in Rome, do as the Romans do! So of course, everyone
wants to have the latest, smallest and sleekest phone on
the market.
Business people practically compete with one an
other to try to own the more technologically ad•anced mobile. One of our favorite technological- /gjfjf
v advanced phones is the Siemens S40 Global
Phone. This phone has the ability to call anywhere

mind for the owners.
Meg Altman (Jodie Foster)
and her daughter, Sara (Kristen Stewart) move into a
swank Manhattan brownstone home on the Upper
West Side that comes fully
equipped with its very own
panic room. The two are try-

Photo courtesy of the Theatre Arts Department

Nik Njegovan (Count Orsino), and Jennifer Lynn Fredette (Vi
ola) are appearing in "Twelfth Night" which opens April 19.
BY MARIE KALMANTIS
A & E Co-Editor

Shakespearean
acting
seems to come so naturally
to some talented actors, es
pecially to those who have

reverent admiration for the
brilliance of Shakespeare's
The Elizabethan
works.
playwright can be credited
with so many original pieces
which are widely performed
and adapted into other pro

ductions and screenplays.
Pacific's Theater Arts De
partment is going to be pre
senting one of these plays
and is privileged to have
Gary Armagnac added to
their list of staff as the direc
tor of the upcoming perfor
mance.
"Twelfth Night," a come
dy about false identities and
misdirected affection, will
be Armagnac's directorial
debut at Pacific, as he is a
noted actor, director and ed
ucator.
As an actor, Armagnac has
performed in numerous the
atrical and on-screen roles,
as well as directing and edu
cating. The New York native
received his undergraduate
degree from Iona College
and his master of fine arts
degree in theater arts from
California State University
at Long Beach. His acting
"TWELFTH NIGHT'see page 12
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Payters Grill bursting with ample variety

Food off the grill is wallet friendly for Pacific students
BYAUNASARKISSIAN
Staff Writer

that range from one-third of a
pound burger for only $3.10 to
gourmet burgers that can cost
up to $4.80. If you are a vege
tarian that enjoys eating alter
natives to burgers, you also

When I walked into Payters
Grill last week, the long line to
place an order blew me away.
I had always heard that Payters
was a good place to eat, not to
mention cheap, but I never re
alized how popular it actually
Iccaticn:
was. As I was impatiently wait
61 Lincoln
ing in line, I began to exam
ine their extensive menu.
Their selection was so im
7 am. -11 a JO.
mense that it made making a
Infonraticn
decision an extremely hard
(209) 477-9513
task.
Fayters0gotnet.net
Since Payters is open for
Payment:
breakfast, lunch and dinner,
Cash, Debit
it's no wonder their menu is
five pages long. An entire por
tion of their menu is dedicated
•••
to their "Great Big Burgers."
The burger menu offers a
large variety of hamburgers have the option to substitute a
meatless garden patty or a
turkey patty for only 50 cents
ignature Theatres! more.
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
Payters also offers food off
6262 WEST LANE. STOCKTON CA
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS (2101-2/071 FOR ALL
the grill such as hot dogs,
HIGH CRIMES- PG-13 "NO PASSES"
French dip sandwiches, steak
ON TWO SCREENS
DAILY: (1:30. 4:10.5:00) 6:55. 7:30,9:30,10:00
sandwiches, Philly cheese
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:50)
steak sandwiches, and the list
PANIC ROOM- R- "NO PASSES"
ON TWO SCREENS
goes on. They also have a
DAILY: (1:40.2:15. 420, 4:55) 7:00. 7:35. 9:40. 10:10
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:05,11:35)
sandwich menu that includes
CLOCKSTOPPERS- PG- "NO PASSEStuna sandwiches, club sand
DAILY: (12:30, 3:00. 5:10) 7:25, 9:35
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:40)
wiches, and much more. The
THE ROOKIE-G- "NO PASSESprice of the grilled food and
DAILY: (1:45. 4:30) 720,10:05

Top Ten
By David Pace
Top Ten funny
(and true) things
overheard in
sorority houses
10. "I do not under
stand why all of our
food is deep-fried."
9. "lain, you made
my pants wet!"
Photo by Suzie Gaube

Delectable Payters: Diverse and frugal for all budgets.

the sandwiches ranges any
where from $3.10 for a French
hot dog (which is a broiled
quarter pound hot dog on a
soft French roll with pickles,
tomatoes and red onions) to
$5.40 for a teriyaki chicken
sandwich (which consists of a
full eight ounce chicken breast
dipped in teriyaki sauce, with
lettuce, tomatoes and mayon
naise).
If you do not feel like a burg
er or a sandwich, Payters also

has a pasta menu (which in
cludes a variety of pasta dishes)
and a dinner menu (which in
cludes teriyaki steak, New York
steak, shrimp tempura, and
more). The pastas and dinners
are also reasonably priced
from $4.90 for a pesto dish to
$7.60 for a New York steak
dinner.
On my trip to Payters, I de
cided to have a chicken sandPAYTERS seepage 15

8. "Are we having
sausage for dinner
tonight?"
7. "Yes, you can
shave there."
6. "Fish for dinner
again!"
5. "Well, you could
have done worse."

EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:00)
BLADE 2:BLOODHUNT-R
DAILY: (1:35. 4:15) 6:45. 9:25
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:10)
ICE AGE-PG
ON TWO SCREENS
DAILY: (12:45.1:15. 2:45, 3:15, 5:15) 7:15, 9:15
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:45,11:15)
FESTIVAL CINEMAS
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON. CA
(209) 951-2163
A BEAUTIFUL MIND (PG13)
FRI-SAT: 7:00
SUN: 7:15, 9:45
MON-THURS: 7:15, 9:45

E.T.-PG
FRI-SUN: (11:05, 1:45, 4:25)
T' IURS (2:00, 4:40) '
MON-THURS":
RESIDENT EVIL- R
FRI-SAT: 11;3°. 2:00, 4:30) 7:15,!
SUN: (11:30, 2:00, 4:30j 7:30"
inn. m.lr- .
MON-THURS:
(2:15," 4:45) —
7:30
co^L°A^AL LAMPOON'S VAN WILDER-R
FRI-SAT: (11:45. 2:15, 4:45) 7:45, 1015
SUN: (12:00, 2:30, 5:00) 8:60
MON-THURS: (2:45, 5:15) 8:00
FRAILTY- R
FRI-SAT: (11:45, 2:15, 4:15) 7:30, 10:00
SUN: (11:45, 2:15, 4:45) 7:45
MON-THUR&: (2:30, 5:0O) 7:45

REGENCY CINEMAS
7809 ETNA STREET. STOCKTON CA
(209) 957-8926
FRI-SAT: (4:45) 720.9L45
SUN: (4:45) 720
MON-THURS: 730
BK3 TROUBLE- PG13 "NO PASSES"
FRFSAT: (1130.1:10.320,530) 745,1000
SUN: (1100.1:10,320,5.30) 720
MON-THURS: (230.4:45) 720
TIME MACHINE- PG13
FRI-SAT: 1:45.700
SUN:(1:45) 7:10
MON-THURS: (2:15) 7:10
SORORrTY BOYS- R
FRI-SAT: (11:15.4:15)930
SUN: (11:15.4:15)
MON-THURS: (430)
RETURN TO NEVERLAND- G
FRI-SUN: (11:45.200)
MON-THURS: (2:10,4:15)
LORD OF THE RINGS- PG13
FRI-SAT: (10:45,2:15,5:45) 9:15
SUN: (10:45.2:45)700
^ MON-THURS: (2:4517P0

"TWELFTH NIGHT" from page
has not gone unnoticed as
he has received accolades for
his portrayals of characters
like Iago in "Othello" and
the title role in "Macbeth."
As a professional director,
the Tony Award winning
Utah Shakespearean Festival
(USF) experienced Armagnac as the director of edu
cation and artist-in-residence for five seasons where
he directed the touring per
formances. Following his
administration with USF, Armagnac moved to Sacra
mento and accepted the as
sociate artistic director
position at the Sacramento
Theater Company where he
directed several produc
tions.
Aside from acting and di
recting, Armagnac has
served as an educator for
some years also. As an expe
rienced actor, specializing in
Shakespearean
perfor
mances, he taught acting to

company interns for a Santa
Cruz company. He has been
on the faculty at institutions
such as Southern Utah Uni
versity, California State Uni
versity at Long Beach, and
the Drama Studio in Lon
don.
Directing, acting and
teaching have not taken up
all of his free time notice
ably because he can be cred
ited for also creating pieces.
He wrote and directed a doc
umentary for PBS about his
touring production called,
"Shakes: Rattle & Roll." This
documentary won a presti
gious CINE Golden Eagle
Award for Outstanding Edu
cation Video in 1998.
Armagnac's impressive
repertoire has continuously
grown, and his perfor
mances have appeared on
television and in motion
pictures. Some credits in
clude "LA Law," "Hill Street
Blues" and "Star Trek: The

Next Generation." He also
appeared in a cameo role in
the Cohen bother's film
"Blood Simple."
Shakespeare is undoubt
edly his strength and he will
be able to show Stockton au
diences this in "Twelfth
Night," in the Long Theater.
The comedy features Jen
nifer Freddette (Viola), Mary
Eilers (Olivia), Nik Nejovan
(Orsino), Casey Kooyman
(Sir Toby), Talia Krispel
(Maria), Joe Toon (Sir An
drew) and Joshua John McK
ay (Feste).
The production opens Fri
day, April 19 at 8 p.m. and
has performances on Satur
day, April 20, Friday, April
26, Saturday, April 27, at 8
p.m. and April 21 and 28
(both Sundays) at 5 p.m.
General tickets are $10 and
$5 for students, seniors and
staff. To purchase tickets,
visit or call the UOP box of
fice at (209) 946-2867.

4. "It is 9 a.m., why
are you still wearing
your semi-formal
dress?"
3. "Does he know
he is your
boyfriend?"
2. "As long as
black is slimming,
I do not care if it
looks like I am
going to a funeral
every day."
1. "If I were at a
beach and wearing
a bikini, I would put
makeup on my
butt."
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world, from anywhere
world. It also has the
to sync with Microsoft
::!ook and a PC. It also
rords up to five minutes of
; and calls, has a calcula42 ring tones, is data capaand has a wireless web
owser. And all this for just
9... Gosh, what a bargain,
only concern might be
w in the world someone
it learn to use all that stuff!
f your primary concern for
nobile is that it looks swank
.2 is easy to use, we suggest
e Nokia 8260. It is a tiny
ne that fits in the palm of
hand and is available in
of fun colors. It also has a
.enient phone book so you
hook up with all your
mds while you are on the
You can even download
erent ring tones from the
ernet, so that your phone
ring your fave Britney
irs tune. The phone comes

with a vibrat
ing alert, too,
so when you
are in a dance
club so loud
can't
you
hear yourself
think, you
will
still
know when
someone is calling you. Final
ly, this phone has an alarm
clock... so you can make it to
class themorning after. All this
for theprice of $199.99. Fabu
lous!
Whatever your need for
technology, there are enough
techno toys on the market to
satisfy any desire. So get out
there and get connected. Call
me babe... Let's do lunch!
Ciao!
Photos from www.siemens.com,
www.nokiausa.com and
www.samsungelectronics.com

K
BY SALLY NICHOLS
Staff Writer

ARIES March 20-April 18
Sweet dreams will be coming
your way after this weekend! It
is springtime and love
is in the air! That cer
tain someone that you
have been looking at
has seen that sparkle in
your eye. Stay alert to
signs from your poten
tial significant other
and remember to smile!
TAURUS April 19-May 19
There is, and always will be a
strong bond between you and
your best friend. Holding such
friendships with people can
sometimes be hard, but remem
ber how much you have been
through. As they become frus
trated this week, remember how
you would want to be treated.
GEMINI May 20-June 20
Congratulations! How does it
feel to be almost graduated?
Just know that there is more
time for your grades to go
down! Your future job employ
ers in September will still want
to see your final transcripts, so
give it all that you have Tiger!

'VW

ing to get a fresh start and are
feeling uneasy with their new
surroundings. However, this
newly divorced woman and
her daughter are not wealthy,
famous or a national security
risk, so they have nothing to
fear, but the unknown.
Unfortunately for Meg and
Sara, the unknown takes the
shape of the slightly unstable
Junior (Jared Leto), the brainy
Burnham (Forest Whitaker),
and the muscleman Raoul
(Dwight Yoakam).
It seems that Junior wants
something from the house
that belonged to his recently
deceased father. That some
thing happens to be in the
panic room, and he will do all
most anything to get to it. So
Junior enlists Burnham, the
man who built the panic
room, and Raoul to help him
in his quest for the treasure.
The homeowners and the in
vaders take part in a cat and

mouse romp that makes us
wonder who is chasing
whom. The final outcome is
one that, like any respectable
thriller, will make you say,
"hmm."
Exceptionally directed by
David Fincher, who also di
rected favorites such as "Fight
Club" and "Seven," "Panic
Room" hooks you in the
opening credits which are so
stylistically amazing you will
not want to miss them. This
starts the pace for a beautiful
ly filmed motion picture.
Fincher has a great visual
eye. He takes the camera
into places you would not
think possible, and makes it
seem like second nature.
With the film industry in
creasingly relying on dia
logue to tell a story, Fincher
demonstrates that it is the vi
sual elements that are key to
making good films.
While the plot is a refresh-

Z HOROSCOPES
CANCER June 21-July 21
Do not hold in your feelings,
instead let them out like they
are wild fires! You couldbe a bit
stressed out, but you should
know by now that keeping your
feelings on the inside
creates nothing, but
trouble. Call Miss. Cleo
for a free reading and
see what lies in your fu
ture today!
LEO July 22-Aug. 21
At least pretend like
you have some Tiger
Spirit. Take some of your
friends and go visit the baseball
or water polo team! Remember
that you would want other Pa
cific fans to come and see you
play!
VIRGO
Aug. 22-Sept. 21
Just like theleaves change in
September, so should the way
you live your life! Not only
should you forecast your future
and re-assemble the way you
look at things, you should also
know'that no one else could
help you on this one! Go take
a long walk outside and look in
your own crystal ball!

SI

LIBRA Sept. 22- Oct. 22
OK couch potatoes, turn off
"Days of Your Lives" and
"Dukes of Hazard" and look at
what awesome things lay
around Stockton! You can get
to the beach in two hours and
the city in one hour! See what
is fun to do and get out there!
SCORPIO
Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Saddle up cowboys and cow
girls! Grab a partner, a picnic
basket, some moonshine, and
ride off into the Northern Cali
sunset! Forget about how
much work you have to do
back home on the homework
ranch, and just have a good old
time with your country bump
kin!
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 20
All right, I know you have
been a bit sexually deprived
lately, but just know that a cer
tain someone with brown curly
hair will show up sooner or lat
er!
Put on your favorite
cologne or Gucci glasses and
strut your stuff like you are
from Rodeo Drive!

ing change from other scat
tered thrillers, the film is set
almost entirely in one house,
which is not always inspira
tional. Despite the somewhat
lackluster plot, the actors and
director give this film a viva
cious life. You will laugh at
the utter stupidity of some
characters, and your jaw will
drop at the creativity and re
sourcefulness of others.
"Panic Room" was certain
ly a pleasure to watch. While
it could be viewed as unrealis
tic, but what movie does not
have its moments of stretch
ing the boundaries of reality?
Artistic movies usually do
not sell well and movies that
sell well are not usually very
artistic. However, this film is
an exception to that trend.
With opening weekend sales
of 30 million, the question is,
"have you ran to the "Panic
Room" yet?" If you have not,
what are you waiting for?

'WW

'VW

CAPRICORN
Dec. 21-Jan. 18
Roommates can be both a curse
and a blessing of college life. The
piles of clothes and untold tele
phone messages are only parts of
what makes life hard when living
with other people. But alas! Do
not forget to tell your roommate
how much you appreciate the late
night talks and support that only
he or she can provide during your
party years.
AQUARIUS Jan. 19-Feb. 17
Hit the beach, you water babies!
Get your SPF 25 and stay on the
edge of the waves! Go look at the
new Roxy suits and Billabong
board shorts to get ready for the
warm weather without seal suits.
Watch the movie "Orange Coun
ty" to get in the mood for some
groovy times and gnarly waves!
PISCES Feb. 18-March 19
Why are you holding back on
the things that you truly want to
do?. Whether youhave been held
back by lack of effort, money, or
timidity, know that now is your
time to go out and do it. Buy that
plane ticket.that you have always
wanted arid go see what your
heart desires!

<v<w

/VW
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. English philosopher
6. Master of Science
(Latin)
9. "Self gift"
14. Old Irish alphabet
15. Also
16. Contradict
17. Pee
18. Olive
•
19. Reside
20. Range of skills
22. Elongated "S" shape
23. Deity
24. Sanctuary
26. Keeper
30. Barely
34. Amass
35. Killed
36. Network Address
Translation (Abbrv.)
37. Act of moderate in
dulgence
38. Traveling-Wave Am
plifier Tubes (Abbrv.)
39. Stare
40. Parent Teacher Asso
ciation (Abbrv.)
41. Emit light
42. Britzska (Russian)
43. Rope
45. Small hand drums
from India
46. Rank above viscount
\y^47- _ and hers

48. Source of beryllium
51. Isogram having same
temperature
57. Avoid
58. "Nightmare on '
Street"
59. Opposite of sink
60. Stringed instrument
from same origin
as 45 across
61. Litigate
62. Far beyond norm
63. Murders
64. Went on "Excellent
Adventure"
65. One who laces
DOWN
1. Asiatic sardine
2. Human-eating
monster
3. Mrs. Potts' offspring
4. Citizen
5. Came forth
6. Opposite of sat
7. Coconut husk fiber
8. Salt of Molybdicacid
9. Belly
10. Bauble or trinket
11. To the leeward side
12. Heap
13. Electric fish (pi.)
21.2000 pounds
25. Protection
26. Strikes with heavy
blows
27. Large artery

Pacific Upcoming Events
April 13, All day
Yosemite Overnight Trip
Sponsored by Campus Recreation
Leave from Burns Tower at 9 a.m.
April 17, 7:30 p.m.
University Symphony Orchestra
Pacific Conservatory of Music

28. Melodic Hindu
music
29. Arid
30. African antelope
31. Celestial being
32. Site of 1945 Allied
conference'
33. To nullify in printed
material (pi.)
35. Having the most
swirl
38. Norse god of thunder
39. Globe
41. Electronic circuit
42. Shy

Faye Spanos Concert Hall

44. Prime
45. "Small" (Old Ger
manic)
47. Guided to a target
48. Elizabeth (nickname)
49. Bad
50. New Zealand forest
tree
52. Pivot
53. Singer Fitzgerald
54. Reserve Officers
Training Corps
(Abbrv.)
55. Female horse
56. Celebrity

April 18, 5:00 p.m.
Faculty Soapbox, Barb West
Sponsored by ASUOP
WPC Room 219

Pathways
to Teaching
April 13,2002
10:00am to 2:00pm
Chapman University
855 Howe Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95825

PROJECT PIPELINE
PROVIDING

CALIFORNIA TEACHERS

Project Pipeline Northern California
Teacher Recruitment Center

TERS from page 12
with a raspberry milk_vc and a side order of fried
r.ini. The chicken sandcost $3.55 and included
..r-ounce boneless, skinless
sen breast qn a wheat
with lettuce, tomato and
-ecue sauce. Overall, the
xen sandwich tasted good
: was fairly basic, but for
55 what more can one-ex- The raspberry milkshake
> S2.65 for a 24 ounce size
; tasted just like a vanilla
ike with a hint of raspberThe fried zucchini's tasted
they were made with very
h zucchinis and were quite
tie overall service at
iers was fairly good. The
nloyees were very courte1 and nice. My biggest comiint about the restaurant
s that the tables, chairs and
and were left dirty, which
; not provide for a very
ting environment. Aside
m the messy surroundings,
food was rather good and
reasonably priced.
'its' menu is accommodat;io all palates and especialo the wallets of college stuits.

ILLBOARD'S TOP TEN

Make your m#k
Tiger Paw!

1. JENNIFER LOPEZ — J to Tha L-O!
The Remixes
2. LINKIN PARK — [Hybrid Theory]
online

3. ALAN JACKSON — Drive
4. KIRK FRAN

immvat

;

Be sure to check out the creativity afwuv fell

ebirth of

5. LUDACRIS

7. NIKELBACK
8. PINK — Missundazs

HBB

R

9. BRITNEY SPEARS — Britney
10. PUDDLE OF MUD — Come Clean
Source: Billboard Music

Share Perspectives
and we all see more clearly
Here is a listing of various clubs on campus.
All meetings are open to students interested in joining
Newman Club
pm. Wednesday Newman House
Circle K international
9 p.m.Wednesday
McCaffrey Center Lounge
Students for Environmental
Action (SEA)
- Wednesday Anderson Y Center
Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers
p.m. tonight Khoury Hall 203
Hawaii Club
1 p.m. every otherSunday
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge

Music & Entertainment Industry
Student Association (MEISA)
Noon today Buck Hall 111
Residence Hall Association
8 p.m. Tuesday Spruce Room
Hillel
9 p.m. Wednesday The Summit
Latin American Dance Club
7 p.m. and 8 p.m. Monday Lessons at the
Callison Room
Pacific Students Alumni
Association (PSAA)
5 p.m. Wednesday Grace Covell Small
Dining Room

Muslim Students Association
Noon every other
-,-sdayWendell Phillips Center 131

Music Education
National Conference
10 p.m. MondayBuck Hall

Pacific Christian Fellowship
m. Friday Grace Covell Tiger Lounge

Phi Delta Kappa
Noon today Education Building108

Naranjado Yearbook Club
en Friday Marketing & University
Relations office

TOA
8 p.m. every other Thursday
Monogan Hall

Society of Women Engineers
5 p.m- every other Wednesday
Khoury Hall

M.E.Ch.A.
5:30 p.m. Wednesday
Southwest Residence Hall

PRSSA
Noon every other
Thursday
Education Building 208

Peace Corps
Promote mutual understanding and friendship
between Americans and people of other nations

Iranian-American
Cultural Organization
Noon today
Spruce Room

Events at UOP on April 3!

Hmong Students
Association
9 p.m. Wednesday
Wendell Phillips Center

@ 1 pm
Information Meeting
UOP School of International Studies

Kilusan Pilipino
7 p.m. tonight
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge

If you are a new club
on campus arid
would like to let
everyone know when you
meet, submit
club times and
information to
The Pacifkan office
in South/West Hall or
e-mail to
paeifican_ae<?'hotmail.corii

@ 3 pm
McCaffrey Center, Spruce Room
Or Stop by our information Table
@ the UOP Job & Internship Fair
Spanos Center
10 am - 1 pm

www.peacecorps.gov
1-800-424-8580
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ATHLETE from page 20

W00DS from page 18

dents' are pushing there snooze button on
their alarm clocks, the swimmers at Pacific are
driving back to their homes in order to get
ready for a day of school before they head
back to another practice in the afternoon.
Morning practices begin at 5:30 a.m., three
days a week, and on Saturdays there is a midmorning practice as well. This leaves the
swimmers with only one day a week off of
practice throughout the school year.
The women's field hockey team also main
tains a tough schedule of practice in their off
season, practicing in both the mornings and
the afternoons. The team just endured the last
week of 6:30 am practices and they will now
begin their afternoon practices in place of
them.
During the winter, the team is forced to
practice indoors in the mornings because
there is no Astroturf field to practice on effi
ciently. In the late afternoons, the team also
participates in weights and conditioning in
order to maintain successful levels of en

durance.
While teams on campus may feel exhaust
ed at times, the athletes are willing to sacrifice
in order to perform in season competition.
Pacific athletes are able to reach and obtain
skill levels that seem unfathomable, but due
to their practice schedules, they are able to
. perform.
The athletes on campus that may seem to
look like they need to change their clothes
or take a shower are in fact highly skilled per
formers. While it may seem to many that ath
letes are too glorified on campus, it is impor
tant to remember the efforts that they expend
in order to receive the recognition that they
get. A day in the life of an athlete is demand
ing and some might even think irrational, but
it is the passion for the sport that allows them
to persevere and make their mark as people in
the world of sports. Athletes are truly a genre
of there own, and as demanding as their
schedules are, they find it all worth it for the
love of the game.

dating apparently began in
earnest much more recently.
"I think it's in the last
month or so they started see
ing each other," Parnevik
says.
Woods jokes about the
lengths to which he will go to
thank Parnevik.
"1 tell you one thing,"
Woods says, smiling, "I'm
not going to throw a tourna
ment down the stretch for
him."
A reporter asked Tour pro
Charles Howell III why, given
his friendship with Parnevik,
he didn't get an introduction
to Nordegren.
"I'm married ... that's one
small problem/' Howell says.
"But, no, that's an interesting
relationship there."

It works for Woods.
"I'm happy," he says.
Parnevik believes th&
mance heated up in Dec^^
ber at the Williams Wor,
Challenge, a limited-fi^j
event in California whi^
Woods serves as the host.
"Elin came to visit us
then went with us to tr^
Williams," Parnevik says. think they started talki^
there and maybe went to
movie or something."
Nordegren was on hand jj
Orlando last month whiej
Woods won the Bay Hill Invj
tational for the third consec
utive time. It was his first:
and only -victory in 2002.
"I think they're good fro
gether," Parnevik says. "She'c
be good for anybody."

FROM THE BENCH from page 20

-

allowed to recruit for the best
players out there, or should
they be "confined" to making
their own "star athletes" out
of their district?
I just wonder about what
our schools' athletic pro
grams consider to be the
most important aspects to
them. Winning the game,' at
all cost, even if it involves
spending money to recruit
the best players who may be
outside of their district, or focusing on using their training
skills to improve whatever

athletes they have, who may
not.be the best out there, and
having to face losing?
I began to think about
sports in general, especially
professional sports.
Are
games really a battle between
skill, strength, and stamina or
a money war? Is there still in
tegrity to sports if we are able
to buy the "best players" to
be on a team? Are the best
teams out there going to be
the ones whose owners have
the most money, and are able
to recruit the best players?

Do athletes have enough in rather just things that I have no longer an even playing
tegrity not to make decisions noticed. I am not saying that field and one team has ttic
solely based on money mat one way is better than anoth upper hand, while the other
ters, but instead for the love er way. Maybe the owners of is fighting a losing battle?
of their sport?
teams who invest the most Have we, as a society, grown
I let my dad read this arti money should be able to get into the opinion that we can
cle before it was actually pub the most out of their money buy success, even in a game
lished and he asked me what and to have the "best" teams. of chance? Think about it
my point was in writing all of On the other hand, does and let me know what you
this. There really is no specif money get in the way of the think.
ic point I am trying to make, actual game to where there is
www.pacificansports.com

(April 11-18)

VOLLEYBALL from page 20
hearted manor. His enthusi 48. Junior Chris Tamas
asm remains contagious and earned 70 assists.
he has forever impacted the
When the day is done, the
Pacific men's volleyball pro torch will be passed to new
gram.
upcoming talents such as
Finally, Hoefer finished sophomore Sean Rodgers. In
this emotional match and his this final home game of the
career at the Spanos Center season, Rodgers led Pacific
with 13 kills, five digs and with a match-high 20 kills,
four blocks. Hoefer has served tallying only one hitting er
as the backbone of this team ror to register a .679 hitting
and carried them through all percentage. The future looks
the difficult times. Hoefer awfully bright for this youth
leaves Pacific volleyball with ful squad.
unforgettable memories, un
The Tigers will finish their
breakable friendships and an regular season with one final
everlasting legacy.
road trip, starting with PepKeying the victory, Pacific perdine on April 12 at 7 p.m.
outhit (.410-.239) and out- and ending with USC on
dug (39-29) the Anteaters. April 13 at 7 p.m.
The Tigers finished the match
with 75 assists to UC Irvine's
Hawaii $119 one way plus tax
Mexico/Caribbean $225 Round trip plus tax

Worldwide destinations cheap
Book Online www.Airtech.com or (212) 219-7000

Fri. 12
Sat. 13
Sun. 14

Men's Baseball
CAE STATE FULI.ERTON
CAE STATE FULEERTON
CAL STATE FULLERTON

3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

Fri. 12
Sun.14
Tues. 16

Men's Tennis
PORTLAND
at San Diego State
SACRAMENTO STATE

1 p.m.
Noon
2 p.m.

Frid. 12
Sat. 13

Men's Volleyball
at Pepperdine
at USC

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

SAT. 13

Women's Soccer
ALUMNI

Noon

Sat. 13
Sun. 14

Women's Softball
UC RIVERSIDE (DH)
UC RIVERSIDE

Noon
Noon

Fri. 12
Tues. 16

Women's Tennis
at Santa Clara
SAN FRANCISCO

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Sat.-Sun. 13-14

Women's Waterpolo
at Long Beach Tournament

IIS : .

All Day
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Stacy Christy keeps the ball away from Long Beach.

Men's Tennis

Boise, Idaho- The Pacif
ic men's tennis team im
proved to 9-5 overall and
5-1 in Big West Confer
ence action with a 4-3
win over Boise State on
Friday, April 5.
Boise State earned the
doubles point, winning
two of the three contests.
Freshmen Junaid Hossain
(Melbourne, Australia)
and Niclas Otte (Han
nover, Germany) defeat
ed Jonny Biorkman and
Guillaume Bouvier 9-8.
In singles, senior Diet
rich Haug (Fruedenstadt,
Germany) upset 72ndranked Marcus Berntson
with a 7-5, 6-2 win at the
number one spot. Junior
Maxime Lacoix (Auch,
France), senior Gemot
Kerschbaumer (Klagenfurt, Austria) and fresh
man Fredrik Jeppsson
(Linkoping, Sweden) de
feated their respective op
ponents.

Women's Softball

Logan, Utah-The 18thranked Pacific softball
team defeated Utah State
4-2 on Friday, April 5. Pa
cific improves to 26-12
overall, 8-1 in Big West
Conference Play. The Ag

gies fall to 3-30 overall, 07 in Big West play.
In the second game of
the doubleheader, Pacific
was leading 7-1, when the
game was postponed due
to darkness. The game
will be continued prior to
game three of the series
tomorrow.
Pacific senior Cindy
Ball (Camarillo, Calif.) hit
her third home run in
two days, a solo shot in
the top of the seventh to
give the Tigers an insur
ance run. It was Ball's
ninth home run of the
season, tying for second
on the single season list
with Carolyn Wilson.
She was 3-for-4 with two
RBI. Ball (16-8) recorded
the win for the Tigers. She
went the distance and
gave up just five hits and
struck out nine in the
game. Tiger junior Bar
bara Moody (Covina,
Calif.) was 2-for-3, im
proving her Big Westleading batting average to
.409.
The Tigers scored an
unearned run to take a 10 lead in the second in
ning, then scored twice in
the third inning to make
it 3-0. After starting the
inning with a single,

Moody came around to
score on a triple by Ball.
Ball scored later that in
ning on another Aggie er
ror. Utah State rallied for
two runs in the bottom of
the fourth inning, scor
ing two runs on consecu
tive run-scoring hits by
Heather Curtis and Breanne Smith.
In game two, the Tigers
scored single runs in the
fourth, fifth and sixth in
ning, before exploding
for four runs in the top of
the seventh to take a 7-1
lead. The game was sus
pended due to darkness
with the Tigers still at bat
in the top of the seventh
inning with runners on
first and third with no
one out.
Pacific will play a single
game against the Aggies
at 11 a.m. (MST) on Sat
urday, following the con
clusion of game two.
Logan, Utah- The 18thranked Tigers claimed a
sweep in the three-game
conference series against
Utah State on Saturday,
April 6. The Tigers won
14-1 in the continuation
of Friday's game that was
called due to darkness
and won 5-0 in Saturday's
second game. Pacific im
proves to 28-12 and 10-1
in the Big West confer
ence. Utah State falls to 332 and 0-9.
Senior Cindy Ball (Ca
marillo, Calif.) turned a 10 game into a 5-0 victory
in the top of the seventh
with her second grand
slam of the season. Ball
also threw a six hit
shutout and improved to
17-8 on the season.
Freshman Michelle
Anunciation
(Chino
Hills, Calif.) opened the
inning with a double. Ju
nior Brandy Thurman

(Lodi, Calif.) followed Bertel (Guentersleben,
that with a single. Junior Gernmany) and fresh
Barbara Moody (Covina, man Katharina Heil
Calif.) walked to load the (Zellingon, Germany)
bases, which Ball cleared overwhelmed
Carla
with her homer to right Rocha and Caroline Freefield.
man, 8-2, at the top spot.
Earlier, the teams con Senior Melinda Kocsis
cluded the second game (Budapest, Hungary) and
of Friday's doubleheader. junior Jaimee Bremner
They returned to play in (Lake Oswego, Ore.) batthe top of the seventh in tied Michelle Arndt and
ning with Pacific leading Joana Sisoe to a 9-7 victo
3-1. The Tigers then lit up ry.
Aggie pitcher Kristin
In singles, Pacific split
Hommel for 11 runs to with Fullerton, each win
ning three. Bertel, cur
post a 14-1 victory.
The Tigers travel to rently ranked #90 by the
Santa Clara Wednesday ITA, whizzed by Rocha 6for a doubleheader at 5 1, 6-0 at the #1 position.
p.m. before returning Heil and Kocsis each de
home for a three-game feated their respective opconference series against ponents in two sets.
UC Riverside at 12 p.m.—
NOTEBOOK see page 19
on Saturday
(doublehead
er) and Sunday.
Slim snack of the week

women's
Tennis

Fullerton,
Calif.- The Pa
cific women's
tennis team
defeated Cal
State Fullerton 4-3 on Fri
day, April 5.
With the win,
Pacific im
proves to 7-6
overall and 31 in Big West
Conference
action, while
CS Fullerton
falls to 7-13
overall and 04 in confer
ence.
Pacific
swept
the
doubles ac
tion to claim
the point. The
duo of senior
Susanne

I
|
|
|

|

|

Zucchini Snack Pizzas
1 large zucchini, washed and
trimmed
1 tomato, coarsely chopped
1 cup grated mozzarella cheese
4 to 6 basil leaves, chiffonaded,
for garnish

Directions:

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
Cut the zucchini horizontally or
severely on the bias about 1/3 inch
thick.
Brush with olive oil and season
with salt and pepper. Either roast
on baking sheet in oven for about
10 minutes or grill. Zucchini strips
should retain body
and firmness.
Sprinkle cooked zucchini with
chopped tomato and mozzarella.
Return to oven and allow cheese to
melt, about 5 to 8 minutes. Remove
from oven and sprinkle with basil.
Serve on plates with
knives and forks.
Yield: four to six servings
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cook Time: 20 minutes
Source:www.foodtv.com
Recipe Courtesy of Curtis Aikens
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Tiger hardly defensive, but poised to defend title

[USA TODAY]- Augusta.
Augusta, ter be
he an official
nffirial or
nr nlavpr
hr>lt> hp
player.
hole
he Hpciroc
desires.
Ga.- If Tiger Woods wins The
But before anyone presents
Adding his superb short
Masters on Sunday, who will Woods with a green jacket for game, Augusta sets up well
help him slip on the green the third time in six tries as a for Woods.
jacket that goes to the cham pro, he will have to deal with
Early on Woods showed an
pion?
a more demanding Augusta impressive knowledge of golf
Traditionally, the previous National, which has been history, especially the tradi
year's winner does the hon lengthened from 6,985 yards tions of The Masters.
ors. But Woods is the defend to 7,270.
"It's special for anyone to
ing champ.
"The more difficult they play here," he says. "What
He could become only the make the course, the more I've done in the past, this golf
third golfer to win in consec the great golfers like it," says course just felt really nice. It
utive years, following Jack Woods' coach, Butch Har felt real comfortable."
Nicklaus in 1965-66 and Eng mon. "Tiger gears everything
He first came to Augusta
land's Nick Faldo in 1989-90. for the majors. He knows National as an amateur in
In 1990, Faldo asked that great players are judged on 1995 and stayed in the
Nicklaus be the one to lend a how many majors they win." Crow's Nest, a living space for
hand, but instead then-Au
It is no secret Woods would as many as five people above
gusta National Golf Club like to surpass Nicklaus' the main clubhouse.
chairman Hord Hardin record of winning 18 profes
Woods remembers getting
stepped up to handle the sional majors, the gold stan lost his first night trying to
task.
dard for measuring golf great find his way down to the
In 1966, Nicklaus slipped ness.
front desk. It was 9:30 p.m.
the jacket on himself.
Woods has won six majors,
He wandered into the
Woods does not know including the 1997 Masters, Champions Locker Room
who, if anyone, might help where he set records for low and was not sure if he was al
him if he wins again.
est score at 18-under-par 270 lowed in there. He gazed at all
"That's a good question," and largest victory margin at the lockers.
says Woods who is anxious to 12 strokes over Tom Kite.
"And here I am (now), low
tee it up in Thursday's open
"I think Tiger's scoring and behold, lockered up with
ing round at Augusta Nation record ir pretty safe," said Jackie Burke," Woods says.
al in the year's first major Harmon, commenting on the "So it's really cool."
championship.
toughening of the course.
Besides the remodeled
The answer is, Woods can
It is clear that Woods and course, Woods will have to
do it himself or ask someone Augusta National are a per stave off a host of chal
to help.
fect fit.
lengers, including some of
The one person the Augus
In the past five years, he pro golf's best 25-and-under
ta gallery and the television has two victories and four
young guns.
audience might vote for top-10 finishes at The Mas
Spain's Sergio Garcia, says
would be Woods' 22-year-old ters. Woods is second on the
he believes the gap is closing
Swedish girlfriend, Elin Tour in driving distance.
Nordegren.
The relatively open course
Unfortunately for fans, tra suits his game, letting him
dition mandates the presen use his driver on most any

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: Dietrich Haug
Year: Senior
Sport: Men's Tennis
Haug upset Marcus
Berntson with a 7-5, 6-2
win at the no. one spot.

USATodQ,
Tiger Woods gets ready.

four in a row but the course
changes."
Still, all the buzz this weel<
has not been about revamped
Augusta National or whether
Woods can become the third
repeat champion.
His girlfriend, Nordegren,
is a hot topic.
She was a nanny for Tour
player Jesper Parnevik, his
wife, Mia, and their four chil
dren until last summer.
"Elin is very down to eartlr,
humble, responsible and ma
ture," Parnevik says. "She was
a very good nanny."
It has been widely reported
that Parnevik introduced the
two at last year's British Open
in England, although their"
WOODS see page ie

d>umm£r
!>£§sions 2002
Plan your summer now!

Summer Sessions 2002 catalogs are now available in
the Registrar's office and at the Center for Professional
& Continuing Education (CPCE), located across Pacific
Avenue in McConchie Hall, 946-2424.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: Susanne Bertel
Year.- senior
Sport: women's Tennis
Bertel defeated Teresa
Simmyman for Pacific's
singles victory.

hohuomi WnnHc
between
Woods in/)
and An
the met
rest
of the players.
"I've been saying it for a
long time," Garcia says. "That
people are playing better and
everybody, all of us, are get
ting closer to that level."
Woods gives the kiddie
corps its due.
"There are a lot of good,
solid young players out
here," he said. "That's great
for our game. They hit the
ball a long ways. I think that's
the wave of the future."
Woods says instruction has
changed.
"Instead of getting the ball
in play first and learn how to
hit it," he said, "now it's hit it
as far as you can and we'll
straighten it out later."
Whether he'll be chal
lenged by relative newcomers
or veterans this week, the
world's No. one golfer seems
relaxed and ready.
"His chances are above
great," Fred Couples says.
Last year at this time,
Woods was under intense
pressure to win an unprece
dented fourth consecutive
major championship.
"It's a lot easier this year,
because I don't have to an
swer the questions at every
tournament site leading up to
the event," he says. "The talk
this year is not going after

Check out the NEW ONLINE Courses!
:

i
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Tiger's baseball goes into overtime for the win
clutch."
With this comeback, the
Tigers improve their record to
17-13-1 on the season and 24 in Big West Conference
play.
The Tigers unleashed some
early game fireworks, scoring
four runs in the third inning
recorded by junior Cory Lake
who sent a two-run single to
left field to bring home junior
Jeff Jodlowski and junior Tim
Gilhooly. To cap off this al
ready brilliant inning, Stan
ford smacked its sixth home
run of the season down the
left field line.
Unfortunately, Pacific was
trailing 8-5 in the top of the
seventh inning. But Tiger's
bats were not silenced yet. In
the eighth inning, the Tigers
connected on three consecu
tive hits as Seikya opened
with a double, a single from
Jodlowski, followed by a bunt
Single from senior Joel Sum
mers.
Two batters later, Jodlows
ki came home on a single
from Gilhooly. The Tigers fi
nal run of the inning came as

Harper, who had reached
base on a fielder's choice,
scored on a double by Stan
ford.
A run from the Mustangs
in the bottom of the ninth
sent the game to extra in
nings, but the Tigers regained
the lead in the eleventh on
back-to-back triples from
Seikya and Jodlowski.
In the bottom half of the
eleventh, junior James Stan
ford retired the Mustangs in
order for his fifth victory of
the season.
Sophomore Tara Bongre
said, "There were several
bursts
of
momentum
throughout the game for
both teams, but Pacific bats
connected at the right time."
Stanford, who came in to
pitch with one out in the
eighth inning, moved to 5-1
on the season, while the Mus
tangs, Brett Larson picked up
his first loss, dropped to 1-1.
Watch more exciting Pacif
ic baseball on Friday, April 12
as they begin a three game se
ries with Cal State Fullerton
at Billy Hebert Field at 3 p.m.

Valois-Collette converted on
a four-meter penalty, but one
more time the 49ers an
swered
as Sam Junod and
Women's Waterpolo
Ashley
Richardson
scored on
Stockton, Calif.- The Pacif
back-to-back
possessions
to
ic Tigers women's water polo
give
Long
Beach
a
7-3
lead.
team lost to Long Beach State
Stockton, Calif.- Despite
10-6 on Friday, April 5. The
loss drops Pacific to 3-12 on playing one of its best games
the season and 1-9 in the of the season, the Pacific
Mountain Pacific Sports Fed Tigers women's water polo
eration (MPSF), while the team fell to Loyola Mary49ers moved to 11-7 overall mount 4-2 on Sunday, April
7. The loss drops Pacific to 3and 4-3 in the MPSF.
13
on the season, while the
Senior Amy Valois-Collette
Lions
moved to 17-5
(Cypress, Calif.) got the Tigers
After
a scoreless first peri
out in front early as she
scored the first goal of the od, Pacific fell behind 1-0 on
game on the Tigers opening a goal from the Lions Lucy
possession with 6:16 remain Windes with 5:15 remaining
ing in the first period. The in the first half. Just over a
49ers, however, responded minute later, the Tigers re
with four consecutive goals sponded with a goal of their
to close out the period, taking own as senior Hilary Graves
(Fremont, Calif.) sailed a shot
a 4-1 lead.
Pacific closed to within through the right side.
In the third period the
two goals at 4-2 early in the
second as Valois-Collette Tigers had their only defen
scored her second of three sive lapse of the game as LMU
goals on the day, but Long scored two goals on back-toBeach stretched its lead back back possessions to take a 3to three on a breakaway goal 1 lead with 3:45 remaining in
from Angelica Garcia with the game.
In the final period, Pacific
2:25 remaining until half.
clawed
within one at 3-2 on a
In the third period the
goal
from
freshman Lyndsay
Tigers again got within two as
McNamee (Stockton, Calif.).

McNamee grabbed the re
bound from a shot thrown by
sophomore Jessica Schroeder
(Newcastle, Calif.) then
tossed in the Tigers second
goal of the game.
Unfortunately for Pacific
the Lions would put the game
away with 1:31 remaining as
Julia Wald put LMU up 4-2.
-—The Tigers will be back it*
action on Saturday, April 13
as they participate in the
Long Beach State Tourna
ment held April 13-14 in
Long Beach, Calif.

Picture by Stuart Krerigel

r Lake hit a two-run single to left field against the Mustangs on Sunday, April 7.

< STEPHANIE SEGIEN

fssistant Sports Editor

I After losing leads in the
it two games of the series to
be Cal Poly Mustangs, the

Pacific Tigers baseball team
gave the Mustangs a taste of
their own medicine as the
Tigers scored four late runs to
force extra innings and col
lected a 10-9 victory in the

eleventh inning.
Senior Jason Davidson
said, "It was a great victory
for the team, proving that
they have the heart to rally
and win games in the

cific women's tennis team
lost 6-1 at Cal State Northridge on Sunday, April 7.
With the loss, Pacific falls to
7-8 overall and 3-3 in Big
West Conference action,
while Cal State Northridge
improves to 14-8 overall and
5-2 in conference.
Pacific senior Susanne
Bertel (Guentersleben, Ger
many) defeated Teresa Simmyan for Pacific's only sin
gles victory. Bertel teamed up
with freshman Katharina Heil
(Zellingen, Germany) to win
at no. one doubles.
The Tigers are next in ac-

tion at Santa Clara on Friday,
April 12 at 3 p.m.

<
j

iOTEBOOK from page 17
irvine, Calif.- The Pacific
I omen's tennis team lost 5I it UC Irvine on Saturday,
Ipril 6. With the loss, Pacific
Mis to 7-7 overall and 3-2 in
j.g West Conference action,
•tile UC Irvine improves to
14-6 overall and 6-0 in conpence.
| Pacific senior Susanne
:rtel (Guentersleben, Ger
many) defeated #82 Jonni
aour and senior Melinda
locsis (Budapest, Hungary)
pfeated Amy Tranckino for
! only Tiger wins on the
I N'orthridge, Calif. - The Pa

2 for 1 College Night at:
"/yjsr

Everything we sell: Drinks, Burgers, Favors, T-Shirts,
& shares of the company, is 1/2 off when ordered in
pairs with valid college ID.

Thursday's
4:00pm to 10:00pm
Valid for the month of April 2002

Courtesy of Media Relations and
Associated Press.

The il
Sports Fact
Major League
Baseball teams
use about 850,000
balls per season.

.didyouknow.com
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The day in the life of an athlete at Pacific

Intense practicing schedule leaves little room for anything else

BY HEATHER KOTTMEIER

Staff Writer

Sports teams
buying success?
BY JESSICA LINDEVALD
Sports Editor

Athletes know that there
are certain teams and
schools that
are
their
nemesis.
Where
if
they were to
beat anoth
er school's
football or
baseball
team, they
Jessica
could live
Lindevald
off of the
glory of the victory for
however long as they de
sired.
At Antioch High School,
one of our biggest rivalries
was Carondelet and De La
Salle, a combined team of
two private girls and boys
high schools from Con
cord. Besides a high level of
education, these two
schools recruited a lot of
their athletes by offering
scholarships, and other in
centives for attending their
schools. My friends and I
knew quite a few top-notch
athletes who were recruited
from our Antioch High
School District to join the
private
schools.
Often times we would
discuss whether or not it
was "fair" that these
schools could recruit ath
letes living in our school
district, adding to their
sports programs, while
"taking away" from ours.
Should high schools be

FROM THE BENCH see page 16

The passion that athletes
have for their sport can often
seem fanatic and extreme to
those who may not under
stand what sports symbolize
in the lives of athletes.
The majority of the popu
lation has been involved in
some sport in their lifetime,
whether it is recreational or
at a highly competitive level.
Sports have an impact on
people's lives, whether they
are directly involved in it or
if they are spectators of pro
fessional, collegiate or recre
ational sport.
Have you ever wondered
what it takes for a superb
athlete to acquire the skills
and strategies that create
such awe-aspiring perfor
mances? The majority of
professional athletes that are
recruited come from college

teams who have previously
participated in professional
leagues.
Levels of improvement
that are implemented during
college years are what profes
sional coaches look for in
players when drafting them
to higher levels. The amount
of time that college athletes
devote to their sports is what
makes them better and able
to compete at such a com
petitive level.
Have you ever wondered
why you always see athletes
on campus walking around
in scrubby clothes and they
look like they just rolled out
of bed? The answer to this
question is that those ath
letes seem to recycle the
same pair of sweat pants
every day and they probably
really did just get out of bed.
The fact of the matter is that
any athlete that you talk to
will probably tell you that

Photo by Stuart Krengel

Life is demanding as these waterpolo players would agree.
they sleep and nap at any
chance that they get because
of there rigorous practice
schedule.
The Men's and Women's
swimming teams recently
won their conference cham
pionships for the 2001-2002
season. The team worked
long and hard hours in order

to achieve such a goal that
they planned in the begin
ning of the year. The Tiger's
swimming team at Pacific
has one of the most chal
lenging schedules on cam
pus.
While the majority of stuATHLETE see page 16

Men's volleyball: The seniors' last game
BY STEPHANIE SEGIEN
Assistant Sport's Editor

The men's volleyball team
adds a personal touch to
everything they do. They
win matches with style, dress
with style and now they will
exit in style. While emotions
were running high on Satur
day, April 6, the men's vol
leyball team took the court
at the Alex G. Spanos Center
for the last time this season.
Deservingly, the Tigers de
feating 13th-ranked UC
Irvine 3-1 ( 30-18, 24-30, 3028, 30-24).
Sophomore Jen Lowry
commented, "You could feel
the electricity in the build
ing. Something special was
happening. I can't imagine
men's volleyball without
Aaron, Tim and Dan. They
have made it everything it
is."
Photo by Suzie Gaube
This match served as a
Senior Aaron Wachtofogel recorded 16 kills and eight digs.
tribute for the four seniors,
Aaron Wachtfogel, Andrew

Wachtfogel, Dan Hoefer and
Tim Gerlach who were hon
ored before the match.
In the grand tradition of
men's volleyball, the seniors
were not about to leave their
beloved confines of the
Spanos Center without an
impressive exit.
Senior Aaron Wachtfogel
finished his brilliant career at
home, recording 16 kills and
eight digs.
Over the years, Wachtfo
gel has epitomized the men's
program and greatly con
tributed to the future atti
tude and success of this
squad. Coaches, teammates
and fans will miss his pres
ence in the years to come.
Gerlach, a crowd favorite,
finished his career in the
Spanos Center tallying 12
kills, four blocks and hitting
a .550 percentage. Tim is a
tremendous leader on this
team and carries himself in
a very friendly and lightV0LLEYBALL see page 16

